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Abstract

Focused crawlers are programs designed to browse the
Web and download pages on a specific topic. They are used
for answering user queries or for building digital libraries
on a topic specified by the user. They are distinguished into
classic, semantic and learning focused crawlers. Classic
focused crawlers estimate the relevance of Web pages with
the topic by computing the similarity of Web pages with a
us er provided li st of ke ywords that describe t he t opic of
interest.

Semantic

Crawlers

are

a

variation

of

classic

focused crawlers that use conceptual relations between
terms (e.g. retrieved from an ontology) for estimating the
relevance of the Web page with the topic. Learning crawlers
employ a training process that guide the crawler towards
pages related to the topic.
This work address issues related to the design and
implementation of classic, semantic and learning focused
crawlers.

Several

variants

of

classic

focused

crawlers

rel yi ng up on web page cont ent and li nk anchor t ext for
estimating the relevance of web pages to a given topic are
examined and implemented. A novelty of this work is the
introduction of a new category of semantic crawlers making
us e of W ordNet as the underl yi ng ontology for obtaini ng
terms

conceptually

related

(but

not

necessarily

lexicographically similar) with the topic. Learning crawlers
based on Hidden Markov Model (HMM) for learning not
ii

only the content of relevant pages but also paths leading to
relevant pages following a certain number of routing hops
are examined as well. An additional contribution of this
work is the int roducti on of a new cat egory of h yb rid
crawlers combining the strength of both classic and learning
focused crawlers.
The crawlers referred to above are all implemented
and

a

comparative

anal ys i s

of

their

performance

is

presented. All crawlers achieve their maximum performance
when a combination of web page and anchor text is used for
assigning

download

priorities

to

web

similarity

methods

combined

with

a

pages.
general

Semantic
purpose

ontology source such as WordNet don’t actually improve
performance,

except

semantic similarity to

the

implementation

s ynon ym

terms.

that

restricts

Hybri d

crawlers

improved the performance of state of the art HMM crawlers
yielding very promising results.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Chapter 1. Introduction
The World Wide Web is a huge information source with
billions of web pages on every conceivable subject. General
purpose search engines such as Google [5], Yahoo [7], MSN
[8] and Ask [9] have appeared in order to assist users in
finding information on the Web. These search engines are
ver y com pli cat ed and s izabl e s ys t ems [1, 2], but the y don’t
achieve a full coverage of the Web. Google achieves up to
76% and Yahoo up to 69% coverage, while other search
engines index an even smaller percentage of the entire Web
[3]. Information searches on the Web issued through Web
search engines are not propagated over the Web in real time.
Ins t ead the y i ndex, anal yz e and cat egorize W eb i nform at ion
accumulated locally in data repositories and this information
is then used for answering user queries. The general purpose
search engine approach effectively addresses the need of the
end user to find specific information in real time.
Crawlers (also known as Robots or Spiders [20]) are
tools for assembling locally information from the Web.
Focused crawlers in particular, have been introduced for
s atis f yi ng the need of i ndivi duals (e.g. dom ai n experts ) or
organizations to create and maintain locally digital libraries
on a subject or for answering complicated queries (for which
a web s earch engine woul d yi el d lim it ed or no s at is fact or y
res ult s). T ypi cal requi rem ents of such appli cati on us ers are
the

need

for

high

quality

up-to-date

results,

while

minimizing the amount of resources dedicated to the search
task. Focused crawlers download as many pages relevant to
the

subject

as

they

can,

while

keeping

the

amount

of

irrelevant data downloaded to a minimum [30]. Besides the
creation

of

specialized

digital
1

libraries,

applications

of
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focused crawlers also include guiding intelligent agents on
the Web for locating specialized information (e.g. flight
schedules and ticket prices for a voyage planning agent). As
the importance and the size of the Web grows so does the
importance of Focused Crawlers.

1.1 Background
Crawlers are given a starting set of web pages (seed pages)
in their input, extract outgoing links appearing in the seed
pages and determine what links to visit next based on certain
criteria. In the following, web pages pointed to by these
l inks are downloaded, and thos e s at isf yi ng cert ai n s el ect ion
crit eri a are s tored i n a l ocal reposi tor y. C rawl ers conti nue
visiting Web pages until a known number of pages have been
downloaded or until local resources (such as storage) are
exhausted.
The Crawlers

used

by general

purpose search

engines

retrieve Web pages massively regardless their topic. Methods
for implementing such Crawlers include:
a) Breadth First Crawlers: The outgoing links from the
given set of pages are extracted and inserted in a First
In First Out (FIFO) queue, and their corresponding web
pages are downloaded. The process continues similarly
with the new pages.
b) Page importance Crawlers: They assign higher visit
priority

to

web

pages

(i.e.

to

their

corresponding

URLs) linked to from more important pages. Page
importance estimation criteria for assigning priorities
to extracted URLs include Backlink count (i.e. number
of web pages containing links to a given page) [22] and
PageRank (the importance estimation method used in
the Google search engine)[6].

2
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Although simple, Breadth
performance

(measured

First
as

Crawlers

the

achieve good

average

quality

of

downloaded pages using PageRank criterion)[19], and are
effective

for

implementing

non-focused

Crawlers.

The

major disadvantage of Breadth First Crawlers (and of the
other non topic driven Crawlers) is that they use only the
link structure of the web and not web page content in
assigning visit priorities to URLs; consequently they fail to
focus on pages on a topic. Because pages on a specific
topic are a minor fraction of the overall Web, crawling on
that topic using non focused crawlers will result into
downloading
quickly

a large

exhausting

number
the

of irrelevant

available

pages,

resources.

thus

Therefore

building a specialized digital library calls for focused
crawlers.
Focused crawlers work by combining both the content of
the retrieved Web pages and the link structure of the Web
for assigning higher visiting priority to pages relevant to
the

topic.

They

are

distinguished

into

the

following

categories:
a) Classic Focused Crawlers [26] take as input a user
query that describes the topic and a set of starting
URLs

(seeds).

The

crawling

starts

from

the

user

provided seed URLs. The crawlers assign a priority
value to visited pages according to their relevance to
the topic. The web pages are ordered by relevance and
the crawlers proceed by visiting the most relevant web
pages first. The most common criterion for relevance
estimation between a retrieved page and a user query
is defined as the similarity between the text of the
visi t ed page wi th t he quer y (t opi c). T ypi call y t his is
computed using a text similarity model such as the
Boolean or the Vector Space Model [12]. Focused

3
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crawlers

using

Vector

Space

Model

for

relevance

estimation (Best First Crawlers [25]) are the most
effective classic focused crawling method so far [26].
Existing work on classic focused crawlers is presented
in

section

2.3.

implementations

Our

of

proposed

classic

variants

focused

crawlers

and
are

discussed in section 3.2.
b) Semantic Crawlers are a variation of classic focused
crawlers. Page visit priority is assigned to pages using
t hei r cont ent and b y appl yi ng s em anti c crit eri a for
computing page-to-topic relevance. A page and the
query

can

be

relevant

if

they

share

conceptually

similar (but not necessarily lexically similar) terms.
Conceptual relations between terms are defined using
an

underl yi ng

topic

specific

or

general

purpose

ont ol ogy. Thus , s em anti c crawl ers differ with cl as si c
focused

crawlers

in

the

way content

relevance

is

computed. To the best of our knowledge semantic
crawlers haven’t been compared with state-of-the-art
classic focused crawlers such as those referred to
above, nor have they been combined with modern
semantic similarity methods (as those presented in
[11]) so as to achieve their full potential. The present
work addresses all these issues (section 3.3).
c) Learning Crawlers [33] apply a training process for
assigning visit priorities to Web pages and for guiding
the crawling process. They are characterized by the
way relevant web pages or paths through web links for
reaching relevant pages are learned by the crawler
(t ypi cal l y b y m achi ne l earni ng or other process es) so
that the crawler can distinguish between relevant and
non relevant pages. Building upon this idea, a number

4
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of approaches for learning relevant to the topic Web
pages have appeared in the literature and include:
1. Approaches

based

on

machine

learning:

The

crawler is supplied with a training set consisting
of relevant and non relevant Web pages which is
used to train the learning Crawler [33,34]. During
crawling higher visit priority is assigned to web
pages classified as relevant to the topic.
2. Approaches that take not only the page content
and the corresponding classification of web pages
as

relevant

or

non

relevant

to

the

topic into

account, but also the link structure of the Web and
the probability that a given page (which can be
non relevant to the topic) will lead to a relevant
page within the minimum number of steps (hops).
Methods based in Context Graphs [31] and Hidden
Markov Models (HMM) [16] are examples of this
category

of

methods.

Section

2.5

contain

a

detailed description of these methods and Section
3.4 the enhancements proposed in this work.
3. H ybri d m et hods that combi ne l earni ng crawl ers
with ideas of classic focused crawlers [35]. Our
work focuses on hybrid crawlers and proposes an
approach that combines the strengths of classic
focused

crawlers

(variations

of

Best

First

Crawlers) with Hidden Markov Models for learning
not only how to distinguish between relevant and
non relevant Web pages based on content, but also
on learning how to guide the search for such
relevant Web pages through a sequence of routing
hops between Web pages (sometimes through non
relevant

pages).

This

method

is

described

in

section 3.4 and the experimental results obtained

5
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(Section 4.6) indicate that it is a very effective
crawling method.

Crawlers
Non topic oriented crawlers

Focused crawlers

Classic focused crawlers

Semantic crawlers

Learning crawlers

Fig. 1: Crawler Classification

1.2 Present work
This work deals with the design and evaluation of focused
crawlers. State of the art approaches for building topic
driven focused crawlers are considered including classic,
semantic and learning crawlers. Several variants of these
approaches are also proposed and evaluated. The emphasis of
this work is on hybrid crawlers combining text and link
information for reaching faster more promising pages on the
topic of interest.
The first crawler implemented is the Breadth First
Crawler. This is a classic non topic-oriented crawler which
is used as a reference in all comparisons with focused
crawlers. Several variants of the Best First Crawler [25] are
also implemented and evaluated. Best First Crawler works by
estimating the relevance of the retrieved page with the user
query (both represented using term vectors) using Vector
Space Model (VSM) [12]; then it visits the links extracted
from the most relevant page. A URL can be represented
either by the term vector of the Web page it was extracted
from, or by the term vector of its corresponding anchor text
(the text that appears on the link pointing to that URL). All
solutions

(using

page

content,

6

anchor

text

or

their
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combination) are implemented and evaluated. These methods
are described in section 3.2.
The second category of methods includes Semantic
Crawlers that estimate the conceptual (semantic) relevance
of a W eb page wit h t he query. The m ethod b y Ehr ig et .al
[13] combines focused crawlers and semantic relations from
an ontology (in [13] topic specific ontologies were used), for
assigning visit priorities to pages. In our implementation of
s emant ic crawl ers, t erm vectors are enhanced wit h s ynonym s
and

semantically

making

our

similar

terms

implementation

from

the

WordNet

first

[4]

general

(thus

purpose

semantic crawler implementation). Topic relevance can then
be computed by VSM [12], the Semantic Similarity Retrieval
Model (SSRM) [14] or by Mihalcea et.al. [15].
Our

proposed

approach

to

Learning

Crawlers

is

influenced by work on HMM Crawlers [16, 18] for learning
paths leading to relevant pages in addition to the content of
the desired web pages. The user of an HMM Crawler provides
a training set of pages (both relevant and non relevant to the
topic of interest). These pages are clustered according to
their content. Transition probabilities between the resulting
clusters representing relevant or non relevant pages (leading
to relevant ones) are computed and are used to estimate
(given the cluster a Web page is assigned), the probability
that it will lead to relevant pages. The higher this probability
is the higher the visit priority given to the page’s extracted
links will be. K-Means [47] and X-Means [17] can be applied
f o r t h e c l u s t e r i n g o f W e b p a g e s . K- m e a n s c l u s t e r i n g i s a n
algorithm

to

classify

attributes/features

into

or
K

to

group

groups

(K

objects
is

based

positive

on

integer

predefined number). The grouping is done by minimizing the
sum

of

squares

of

distances

between

data

and

the

corresponding cluster centroid. X-Means is an extension of

7
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K-m eans wit h d ynami c es tim at ion of the num ber of cl us t ers
dependent on the data. In this work focused crawlers based
on

both

clustering

approaches

are

implemented

and

evaluated.
Based on the HMM Crawler, Hybrid Crawlers that
combine classic focused crawlers for assigning priorities to
URLs based on topic relevance, and learning crawlers for
learning access paths for reaching relevant pages (possibly
through

non

relevant

ones)

are

proposed.

Two

hybrid

crawlers combining HMM with page or both page and anchor
texts are implemented and evaluated. Our proposed approach
t o hybri d crawl ers i s pres ented in s ecti on 3.4.
The crawlers referred to above (and their variations)
are all implemented and their performance is compared based
on results obtained from the web using several different
topics

and

seed

(starting)

pages.

Section

4

presents

a

comparative study of the performance of all crawler variants
by

category

along

with

a

critical

anal ys i s

of

their

performance.

1.3 Contribution of the current thesis
The contributions of this work are summarized below:
a) This thesis presents a critical evaluation of state of the
art approaches to Web Crawling, including Classic,
Semantic

and

Learning

Focused

Crawlers.

To

our

knowledge a similar evaluation hasn’t appeared in the
literature before.
b) Proposes

several

methodologies

variants

based

on

to

existing

crawling

recent

semantic

relevance

estimation methods and compare their performance
with classic focused crawling methods.
c) Proposes a novel hybrid approach to learning crawling
combining

classic

focused

crawlers

for

assigning

priorities to URLs with ideas from learning crawlers
8
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for learning paths for reaching web pages relevant to
the topic.

1.4 Thesis outline
The work in this thesis is organized as follows: Related work
on focused crawling is presented in Section 2. It is organized
in six subsections; the first is the introduction, the second
subsection (2.2) presents non topic driven crawlers, the third
subsection (2.3) classic implementations of focused crawlers,
the fourth subsection (2.4) the preliminary related work on
semantic

crawlers

,

the

fifth

subsection

(2.5)

presents

previous work on Learning Crawlers and the sixth is a
summarization of the above.
Issues related to the design and implementation of Web
crawlers is presented in section 3. Subsection 3.1 is an
introduction to the topic, subsection 3.2 provides a detailed
description of classic crawlers implemented in this work and
subsection 3.3 deals with issues related to the design of
semantic crawlers. In subsection 3.4 particular emphasis is
given to learning crawlers and to the subsequent design of
h ybri d crawl ers .
Section 4 provides a description of the experimental
results.

Subsection

experiments,

in

the

4.1

present

second

part

the

purpose

(subsection

of

the

4.2)

the

performance measures used to evaluate the crawlers are
described. The experimental setup is discussed in subsection
4.3. Experimental results on Classic Crawlers are presented
in subsection 4.4 followed by results obtained by semantic
and

learning

crawlers

in

subsections

4.5

and

4.6

res pectivel y. S ubsecti on 4.7 pres ents a criti cal anal ys i s of
the performance of various crawlers methods considered in
this work. Finally conclusion and issues for further research
are discussed in Section 5.
9
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Chapter 2. Related Work
2.1 Introduction
Related work on crawlers includes contributions regarding
both

classic

oriented)

(non-topic

crawlers.

oriented)

Existing

work

and
on

focused
the

(topic-

design

and

implementation of non focused crawlers and of focused
(classic, semantic and learning) crawlers proposed in the
literature is presented in this chapter.
Classic non focused Crawlers (e.g. crawlers used by web
search

engines

for

assembling

web

pages

to

local

repositories) download Web pages massively regardless of
content in order to create vast page repositories. Focused
crawlers on the other hand are more selective, downloading
onl y pages related to a known (user provided) topic. Is sues
related to the design and implementation of classic as well as
of focused crawlers are discussed in the following and
include:
a) Search strategy: The crawler can browse the web in a
breadth first order or select links to follow using
importance

estimation

criteria.

Focused

crawlers

assign visiting priorities to pages according to the
relevance of the page with a topic specified by a user.
b) Ref reshin g poli cy: Due t o t he d ynami c nature of the

Web, pages must be revisited in order to keep page
repositories

up-to-date.

The

optimal

page

refresh

policy that achieves keeping page repositories up-todate without unnecessary downloading of non outdated pages is a very important issue in crawler design
[21]. Al so, s ati s fyi ng t he confli cti ng dem ands for hi gh
downloading rate without putting excessive load to the
10
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visited Web sites is a major concern when designing a
Crawler for a search engine.
c) Synchronization: Crawlers used by commercial search

engines use multiple parallel processes that massively
retrieve Web pages, regardless of their topic. These
process es must be s ynchronized i n order to avoid
duplicated page downloading [20].

2.2 Non Focused Crawlers
T ypi call y non focus ed crawl ers are us ed b y general purpos e
search

engines

for

assembling

locally

Web

information.

Methods for implementing such Crawlers include:
a) Breadth First Crawler: After downloading the initial
pages (called seed pages) the outgoing links extracted
from these pages are put in a FIFO queue. The links
extracted first point to pages that are given the highest
priority for downloading and further crawling. Breadth
first

crawling

crawling

is

one of

approaches

for

the most

commonly used

assembling

locally

Web

content for use by Web search engines. GoogleBot [5],
Slurp [7], MSNBot [8] and Teoma [9] are examples of
crawler implementations used by commercial search
engines.

Page

refresh

pol ic y,

s ync hronization,

and

optimal downloading rate are important issues here [20,
21].

Technical

issues

such

as

the

supported

file

formats, file size limitations and the visiting policy are
also of great importance. Breadth first crawlers are
capable of crawling a large part of the Web [3]. Then
t he downl oaded pages are anal yz ed (e.g. by cont ent,
t ype)

indexed

and

subsequently

stored

in

data

repositories composed of thousands of computers and
Terabyt es of dat a [1, 2] . Thi s approach requi res huge

11
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resources which are available only to large companies
or organizations such as Google or Yahoo.
Crawlers such as Mercator [45] and Larbin [10]
are examples of Breadth First Crawlers which are
freel y avai l abl e t o programm ers for tes ting and s ys t em
development. When limited resources are available they
can crawl a small part of the indexed web and retrieve
web

content

for

further

processing.

Breadth

first

crawlers yi el d hi gh quali t y pages [ 19] but aren’t t opi c
oriented.
b) Page importance Crawlers: They assign higher visit
priority to URLs retrieved
pages.

T ypi call y,

page

from more important

importance

for

assigning

priorities to extracted URLs is computed by Backlink
count (where higher priority is given to pages pointed
to by many other Web pages) and PageRank [6]. Other
criteria such as the position of the page within the Web
site hierarchy (e.g. low depth, as indicated by fewer -or
none - slashes into

the page URL, lead to higher

priorit y), or the number of out goi ng l inks of that page
(Outlink count) can be used as well. Cho et.al [22]
provides a survey on thi s t ype of C rawl ers . P age
importance criteria have been shown to improve the
quality of downloaded pages [22].

2.3 Classic Focused Crawlers
Crawlers used by search engines (such as those referred to in
section 2.2) are designed to maximize the total number and
probably

the

quality

of

downloaded

web

pages.

Topic

oriented or Focused Crawlers take as input a user query
(Classic Focused crawlers), or example pages provided by
12
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the user as a training set (Learning Crawlers) and focus the
crawling process on pages relevant to the topic. Focused
crawlers keep the overall number of downloaded Web pages
to a minimum while maximizing the percentage of relevant
pages.
The performance of a focused crawler depends on the
selection of good starting pages (seed pages). Good seed
pages can be either web pages relevant to query topic or
pages from which relevant pages can be accessed through a
small number or routing hops. For example, if the topic is on
scientific

publications,

publications

page

of

a
an

good
author,

seed

page

lab

or

can

be

department

the
or

alternatively the web page of the author, lab or department
respectively (although the last may contain no publications
at all, it is known to lead to pages containing publications).
Seed

pages

should

also

be

important

as

well

(where

i mport ance i s defined usi ng l ink anal ys i s m et hods such as
HITS [46] and Page Rank [6]). The rationale behind this
requirement is that important Web pages (when used as
starting pages –seeds – for crawling) may guide crawling
process to other important Web pages fastest, thus improving
the quality of the results. The seed pages are often selected
by submitting the query that describes the topic of interest to
a search engine and by using the top search engine results.
Early approaches on Focused Crawling include among
others the Fish-Search algorithm [23]. The basic idea of the
algorithm is that when several pages are candidates for link
browsing

and

downloading,

priority

is

given

to

pages

relevant to the topic (a page is labeled as relevant if it
contains the query text). Every candidate page is assigned a
Boolean value derived by a simple lexicographic rule (and it
is downloaded by a separate application thread). Threads
corresponding to relevant pages create new threads for their
13
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outgoing links, while threads corresponding to irrelevant
pages are stopped. This work examined the separate use of
the anchor text in assigning priorities to URLs.
The main disadvantage of the Fish-Search algorithm is
that priorities take Boolean values; therefore all relevant
pages are as si gned the s am e priori t y. The S hark-S earch
algorithm [24] is a direct successor of Fish-Search, where
VSM [12] is used for assigning non Boolean priority values
to candidate pages. This improved the results of crawling
[24]. The Vector Space Model became the basis of classic
focused crawlers ever since.
According to VSM, documents are represented as term
v e c t o r s a n d t h e w e i g h t 
computed as:

Where
is

 =

of a term j in document i is

 =  ∗  



,   = 



1

 i s t h e t e r m f r e q u e n c y o f t e r m j i n d o c u m e n t i ,  

the inverse

document

frequency

of

term

 is

j,

frequency of appearance of term j into document i,

the

 i s

the maximum frequency of all terms into document i,  is the

total number of documents and  is the number of documents
containing term j.

Recent

approaches

to

focused

crawling

include

InfoSpiders and Best-First Crawler [25]. InfoSpiders use
Neural

Networks,

while

Best

First

Crawlers

use

text

similarity by VSM for assigning priority values to candidate
pages.
Given a query and a Web page, the priority of the Web
page is computed by Best First Crawlers as the cosine
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s i m i l a r i t y b e t w e e n t h e i r d o c u m e n t v e c t o r s w h e r e  ,  a r e
t erm wei ghts of the quer y and the web page res pecti vel y:
  ,  ! " =

(∑

∑%&' $ ∗ $

2

&%
) (∑ &% $ )
&' $
&' 

Where + is the total number of terms into query and page
content.
In fact, the Best First Crawler is a simplified version of
the Shark-Search crawler: It doesn’t combine link anchor
text and previous visited pages scores into the page priority
function, as Shark-Search does. Also, Best First Crawlers use
only

term

frequency

(tf)

vectors

for

computing

topic

relevance. The use of inverse document frequency (idf)
values

(as

crawling

suggested
is

by

VSM)

problematic

in

since

the
this

case

of

focused

might

require

recalculation of all term vectors at every crawling step. In
addition, idf values are highly inaccurate at the early stages
of

crawling

documents.

because
Best

of

First

the

small

Crawlers

number
have

of

been

retrieved
shown

to

outperform InfoSpiders, and Shark-Search and also other
non-focused crawling approaches such as Breadth First, and
PageRank [26]. Best first crawling is considered to be the
most established approach to focused crawling due to its
s im pli ci t y and effi ci ency. The N-Bes t Fi rs t C rawler is a
generalized version of Best First Crawler: at each step,
instead of choosing one Web page for link extraction and
downloading of pages pointed to by these links, N pages with
highest priority are chosen [27].
Along

the

same

lines,

an

approach

referred

to

as

“intelligent crawling” [28] suggests combining page content,
URL string and statistics about relevant/irrelevant pages and
sibling pages for assigning priorities to candidate URLs.
These statistics are updated and combined during crawling
15
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for gui ding the s electi on of t he next l inks to follow yi el di ng
a highly effective crawling algorithm that learns to crawl
without direct user training.

2.4 Semantic Crawlers
Semantic

Crawlers

ontology

with

are

implemented

semantic

similarity

by

combining

measures

[14]

an
for

detecting topic relevance between retrieved Web pages and
us er queri es . S emanti c sim il arit y pl a ys an i m port ant role
here: it can be used to detect topic relevance by associating
t erm s in a quer y a nd t he W eb page us ing the ont ol ogy, and
by assigning

a

degree

of

relevance

to

each

such

term

association.
Ehrig et.al [13] proposes use of topic oriented ontologies
for finding pages relevant on the topic of interest.

Every

term in a Web page is examined and contributes positively to
assigning a priority score if it is a query term or if it is
semantically related to the user query terms. The following
variations for evaluating semantic relations of page terms
with query terms were used:
a) If a term is directly connected (distance 1) to a query
term,

then it is considered relevant (distance is

defined as the length of the shortest path connecting
two terms represented as vertices into the ontology
graph

where

edges

represent

relation

of

adjacent

terms).
b) If a term is close to a query term (distance 2 or less)
using only IS-A relations then it is relevant to the
query term.
c) Every page term appearing into the ontology graph is
assigned a relevance value depending on its distance
with query terms. The greater the distance the lower
t he rel evance val ue will be. Speci fi call y, usi ng a topi c
16
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s peci fi c underl yi ng ontology t he s em anti c sim il arit y
between terms is computed as:
,- . , ) 



=  /012 ,13 

3

 is a decreasing factor (0.5 in this work) and

Where

5. , )  i s t h e l e n g t h o f s h o r t e s t p a t h c o n n e c t i n g t e r m s

t1 and t2 into the ontology graph (0 if the terms belong
t o t he sam e s ynonym s et ). The longer t he dis tance of
the terms into the graph the smaller their similarity is.
This

method

is

a

variation

of

the

shortest

path

semantic similarity method.

The

last

approach

has

the

best

performance

for

computing the conceptual similarity between terms and was
also used in our work for comparison with other semantic
relation methods and state-of-art classic focused crawling
approaches. Another state of the art term similarity method
used in present work is the Li et.al method [42]:
The semantic similarity between two terms t1 and t2 is
computed

as

a

function

of

the

length

of

the

path

connect ing t he t erm s i n t he underl yi ng ont ol ogy graph
and the depth of t erm s i nt o t he taxonom y:


6

;<

=;<

. , )  = ! 789 : ;< 7: =;< 4
:

>:

W h e r e L i s t h e s h o r t e s t p a t h l e n g t h b e t w e e n .

a n d ) , @

i s t h e d e p t h o f t h e m o s t s p e c i f i c c o m m o n c o n c e p t o f . , )

i n t o t h e t a x o n o m y a n d , A a r e c o n s t a n t s  = 0,2 a n d A = 0,6
in our implementation).
According to results reported in [14] this method have
been proven to be fast and accurate (achieving accuracy
up to 82% compared to results obtained by humans).

General purpose taxonomies such as WordNet can also be
applied for focused crawling. WordNet is an online lexical
17
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reference s ys t em developed at P rinceton Uni versi t y. W ordNet
attempts to model the lexical knowledge of a native speaker
of English. WordNet can also be seen as ontology for natural
language terms. It contains around 100,000 terms, organized
into taxonomic hierarchies. Nouns, verbs, adjectives and
adverbs are grouped i nt o s ynon ym s ets (s yns ets ). The s yns ets
are

also

organized

into

senses

(i.e.

corresponding

to

di fferent m eanings of the s am e term or concept ). The s yn s ets
(or concept s) are rel at ed to other s yns ets hi gher or l ower in
t he hi erarch y defi ned by di fferent t ypes of relati ons hi ps . The
m os t comm on rel ati onships are t he Hypon ym / H ypern ym (i .e.,
Is -A rel at ions hips ), and t he M eron ym / Holonym (i .e., P art -of
relationships). There are nine noun and several verb Is-A
hierarchies (adjectives and adverbs are not organized into IsA

hierarchies).

Figure

2

illustrates

a

fragment

of

the

WordNet Is -A hi erarch y.

Vehicle

Rocket, projectile

Vessel, watercraft

Airship,…

Airliner

Drone,
…
Amphibia
n

Craft

Aircraft

Sled, sledge,…

Hovercraft

Airplane , aeroplane, plane

Jet

Fighter

Bomber

Spacecraft,…

Glider,…

Biplan
e

Monoplane

Fi g. 2 WordNet H ypern ym / h ypon ym s s yns et s rel at ions
example
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To

the best

of our knowledge a comparative study

between semantic and other focused crawling approaches
hasn’t

been

reported

in

the

literature

before.

The

implementations in [13] are compared only with a basic
focused crawler (assigning each page a simple binary priority
value depended on the presence of query terms) rather than
with the widely used Best First Crawlers making use of VSM
for estimating topic relevance [29]. The proposed work deals
with exactly this issue and presents a comparative study
between classic and several variants of semantic crawling
approaches (including Ehrig et.al [13]).

2.5 Learning Crawlers
Early approaches to developing learning crawlers applied a
learning classifier (that relied on web taxonomies such as
Yahoo [7]) and used for distinguishing between relevant and
non

relevant

pages

[30].

Every

page

containing

links

candidate for downloading is classified as relevant or not
relevant and assigned a priority value according to that
classification

(higher

priority

was

assigned

to

relevant

pages). This work is considered to be one of the first
contributions

in

the field

of Learning Crawlers. Resent

approaches involving machine learning methods for focused
crawling include decision trees [34], Neural Networks and
Support Vector Machines [33].
Building

upon

similar

ideas

the

crawler

in

[31]

introduced the concept of Context Graphs: For every relevant
page a search engine’s backlink service is applied to retrieve
its predecessor pages. Then, a classifier is build according to
the distance of pages (Level) to the relevant pages set.
Download priorities are estimated using this classifier: The
closer a candidate page to a relevant one is, the greater the
priority of that page will be.
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Target page

Level 1 page

Level 2 page

Fig. 3 Context graph: Pages are classified according to their
distance (Level) from target pages.

An extension to the Context Graph method was the Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) crawler [16]. The user browses the
Web and indicates if a downloaded page is relevant to the
topic or not. The visiting sequence is also recorded and is
used for training the algorithm to identify paths leading to
relevant pages. The downloaded pages are clustered and a
Hidden

Markov

Model

characterized

by

corresponding

to

according

its

to

[44]

two
the

is

states
cluster

content,

created:
(a)

that
and

Every

the
the

(b)

page

visible

page
the

is

state

belongs

hidden

to

state

corresponding to the distance of the page from a relevant
page

(0

crawling

if

the

every

probability that

page

is

a

page

is

assigned

given

the

target/relevant

cluster

a

page).

value
the

page

equal

During
to

the

belongs

to,

crawling will lead to a target page, this probability is
computed using the Hidden Markov Model.
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Specifically All pages are represented by their
term vectors according to VSM and they are clustered. Thus
every page into the training set in characterized by the
cluster it belongs to and by its distance (level) from a target
page (Fig. 4).

L3 page
C2
C1

C2

C0

L2 page

C1
C0

L1 page

L0 page
Fig. 4 Representation of the HMM training set using
distance from target pages (Level) and clusters of pages in
the training set.

In figure 4 green pages indicate target or level 0 pages,
yellow pages are level 1 pages (1 link distance from target
pages), orange pages are level 2 (2 links away from target
pages), and red pages are 3 or more links away from target
pages. Labels on pages represent the cluster the page belongs
to (e.g. C0, C1 and C2 labels corresponding to Cluster 0,
Cl us t er 1 and C lust er 2 respect ivel y). Noti ce t hat pages
within the same Cluster can belong to different levels, and
that pages in the same level can belong to a different cluster.
Every page is characterized by its level or hidden state Li
where i is the level, and by the cluster Cj it belongs (or
visible state). That set of pages with hidden and visible
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states form a Hidden Markov Model [44].
summarizes

the

parameters

and

The following

notation

used

by

HMM

crawler:

I.

Initial probability matrix :
D = { FG' , … , FG/181:/7. }

W h e r e !

denotes the number of hidden states

a n d FG  r e p r e s e n t s t h e p r o b a b i l i t y o f b e i n g a t h i d d e n
state i at time 1. This probability is computed by
assigning to each page a value equal to the percentage
of pages with the same hidden state into the training
set.

II.

Transition Probabilities Matrix A:
Where L

J = [L ]'N O/181:/,'N

O/181:/

represents the probability of being at state Lj

at time t+1 if at state Li at time t. This probability is
estimated by counting the corresponding transitions
from state Li to Lj on the user training set, and by
normalizing by the overall number of transitions from
state Li.
III.

Emission Probabilities Matrix B :
Where A

P = [A ]'N O/181:/,'N

OQ6R/1:S/

represents the probability of being at cluster

C j g i v e n s t a t e L i a n d T ! i s t h e n u m b e r o f c l u s t e r s
of pages. Probabilities are computed by counting the
number of pages into cluster Cj with hidden state Li
and normalizing by the overall number of pages with
hidden state Li.
During crawling page content is processed and the HMM
crawler

assigns

the

page

to

a

cluster

using

K-Nearest

Neighbors algorithm [43]. Given the page cluster and the
Hidden Markov Model parameters (π, A and B matrixes) the
probability that the next page visited will be a target page is
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computed
represents

using Viterbi algorithm [40].
also

visit

priority

of

the

That
link.

probability
The

Viterbi

algorithm computes a prediction of the state in the next time
step given the sequence of web pages observed thus far. In
order to calculate the prediction value, each visited page is
associated with values a(Lj,t), j=0,1,..,states. Value a(Lj,t) is
t he probabi lit y t hat the s ys t em is in hidden s t at e Lj at ti me t,
based on observations made thus far. Given values a(Lj,t-1)
of

parent

pages,

values

a(Lj,t)

are

computed

using

the

following recursion:
/181:/

G , " = A QU V G ,  − 1 ∗   5
&'

Where aij is the transition probability of state Li to Lj from
m a t r i x A a n d A QU

is the emission probability of cluster ct

from hidden state Lj from matrix B. Values a(Lj,0) at the
final recursion step are taken from initial probability matrix
π. Given values a(Lj ,t ) t he probabili ty t hat t he s ys t em wi ll be
in state Lj at the next time step is computed as follows:
/181:/

G ,  + 1" = V G ,  ∗   6
&'

The probability of been at state L0 (relevant page) in the next
step is the priority assigned to pages.
Chakrabarti

et.al

[32]

proposed

a

two

classifier

approach. The open directory (DMOZ) [39] Web taxonomy is
used to classify downloaded pages as relevant or not, and
feed a second classifier which is trained using these pages.
The second classifier is used to evaluate the probability that
the given page will lead to a target page. An extensive study
of

Learning

Crawlers

and

the

23
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classifiers used to assign visit priority values to pages is
presented

in

[33].

Classifiers

based

on

Support

Vector

M achines [ 38] (S VM ) s eem to outperform Ba yes C l ass ifi ers
and classifiers based on Neural Networks on that task.
Resent contributions to the field of learning crawling
i nclude H ybri d crawl ers [35] com bining i deas from l earning
and cl ass i c focus ed crawl ers. In [35] a Hybri d C rawl er is
proposed: The crawler works by acting alternatively either as
learning crawler guided by genetic algorithms (for learning
the link sequence leading to target pages) or as breadth first
crawler.

In

our

work,

we

apply

a

h ybri d

method

for

improving the performance of learning crawlers. However,
instead

of

alternating

crawlers

between

two

modes

of

operation (Learning or Breadth first crawler) we combine the
page priority functions computed by a Hidden Markov Model
Crawler and that of the Best First Crawler in order to
evaluate the overall priority value of a Web page.

2.6 Summary
Related work on focused crawlers includes classic, semantic
and

learning

approaches.

The

Best

First

Crawler

and

variations of this method (e.g. N-Best First Crawler) form a
common and effective approach for focused crawling [26].
Semantic crawlers presented in [13] are not well studied and
a comparison with state of the art classic focused crawlers
such as Best-First hasn’t appeared in the literature before.
Learning crawlers form a distinctive category of focused
crawlers based on a training set provided by the user for
topic

description.

Learning

crawlers

based

on

SVM

classifiers for assigning page visiting priorities achieve good
performance [33], while methods that learn paths leading to
relevant to the topic pages such as Context Graph method
[31] and Hidden Markov Model Crawlers [16,18] are of great
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i mport ance. Als o the newl y propos ed h ybri d m et hods [35] are
very promising approach to focused crawling.
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Chapter 3. Crawler Design
3.1 Introduction
Issues related to design and implementations of focused
crawlers are discussed next. Given an application (general
purpos e web s earch engi ne or t opi c s peci fi c di git al l ibrar y)
the appropriate type of web crawler has to be determined
fi rs t. For the fi rs t appli cation t ype, a breadth fi rs t crawler is
a reasonable solution. Focused crawlers (classic, semantic or
learning crawlers) are best suited for the later application
t ype.

Breadth First Crawler

Focused Crawlers

Green circles denote relevant to the topic pages and arcs
links between Web pages. Arrows denote visit sequence
using different crawlers. Focused Crawlers assign higher
visit priorities to links contained in relevant to the topic
pages.
Fig. 5 Crawler Operation
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Fig. 5 demonstrates the search stages of a crawler. Web
pages are denoted by circles (green circles correspond to
pages relevant to the topic at hand) while links denote
outgoing links from a page. The crawler retrieves pages from
the web starting with a seed page shown at the root of the
tree. As discussed in the introduction, the outgoing links
(URLs) of each visited page are placed in a queue from
which the web page to visit next is selected in some order.
The crawler gets the URL, download the page and places
URLs extracted from the downloaded page in the queue. This
process is repeated until the crawler decides to stop (e.g.
disk space exhausted, time lapsed or the user is satisfied
with the results). Focused crawlers introduce a number of
criteria

(e.g.

page

importance,

relevance

to

topic)

for

assigning priorities to web pages in the queue and for
selecting which page to visit next. Fig. 6 illustrates the
operation stages of a crawler:
User input

Page downloading

Content processing

Priority assignment

Crawling termination
criteria satisfied?

No

Yes

Output: Web pages satisfying user
N oneeds

Fig. 6 Overview of Crawler operation
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a) Input: Crawlers take as input a number of starting
(seed) URLs and (in the case of focused crawlers) the
topic description. This description can be a list of
ke ywords for cl as sic and s em anti c focus ed crawl ers or
a training set for learning crawlers.
b) Page downloading: Pages from queue are downloaded
in

some

order.

Focused

crawlers

may

decide

to

ex clude pages not s at is fyi ng t he topi c cri teria from
further investigation. Pages are stored locally at a
page repository for further processing.
c) Content processing: The page content is lexically
anal yz ed and reduced into t erm vectors (al l t erm s are
reduced

to

their

morphological

roots

b y appl yi ng

Porter’s stemming algorithm [48] and stop words are
removed). Each term in a vector is represented by its
term

frequenc y-i nvers e

frequency

vector

(tf-idf)

according to VSM. The outgoing links of the page are
also extracted and placed in the priority queue.
d) Priority

assignment:

Extracted

URLs

from

downloaded pages are placed in a priority queue where
priorit i es are determ ined bas ed on the t ype of crawl er
and user preferences. They range from simple criteria
such as page importance or relevance to query topic
(computed by matching the query with page or anchor
text)

to

more

involved

criteria

(e.g.

criteria

determined by a learning process).
e) Expansion: URLs are selected for further expansion
and steps (b) - (e) are repeated until some criteria
(e.g.

the

desired

number

of

pages

have

been

downloaded) are s atis fi ed or s ys t em resources are
exhausted.
All Crawlers follow the above design. Breadth First Crawler
requires only seed pages as input. Best-First and Semantic
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Crawlers take the seed pages and a user query as input while
Learning Crawlers accept a training set of URLs of pages
i nst ead of a quer y. C rawl ers als o differ in the way pri ori ti es
are assigned to extracted URLs. This is the most crucial part
in the implementation of focused crawlers.
All Crawlers in this work are implemented in Java [36]
using

Eclipse

[37].

The

downloaded

pages

must

be

of

text/html format and their content size must not exceed
100KB. Restrictions are also imposed on connection timeout
and

downloading

times

for

performance

reasons.

Those

restrictions apply to all implemented crawlers. The crawling
process is repeated until the predefined number of pages is
retrieved (Fig. 6). In or experiments this number is set equal
to 1000 web pages.

3.2 Classic Crawlers
The

Breadth

First

Crawler

forms

the

baseline

for

implementing Best First, Semantic and Learning Crawlers. It
is a simple program that gets one or more seed pages as input
and follows the links in a breadth first way until the desired
number of Web pages is downloaded. Fig. 7 illustrates the
interface

of

the

Breadth

First

crawler

implemented.

It

accepts one or more seed pages as input. Downloaded pages
are shown below.
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Fig. 7 Screenshot of Breadth First Crawler

3.2.1 Best First Crawler with page content criteria
The

second

classic

Crawler

(and

the

first

focused)

implemented is the Best First Crawler using page content
for

prioritizing

candidate

URLs.

When

a

Web

page

is

downloaded it s cont ent is l exi call y anal yz ed and represent ed
by term vectors. Each term in such vector is represented by
its tf-idf weight according to VSM [12]. Priority assigned to
a link equals the cosine similarity (Eq. 2) of the page
containing the link and the user query.
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Notice that using inverse document frequency (idf)
weights can be problematic because idf weights need to be
updated at every crawling step, for this reason idf

weights

can be inaccurate at the initial steps of crawling when the
number of retrieved pages is small [25]. Most Best First
Crawler

implementations

weights.

In

this

work idf

use

only

weights

term

frequency

are provided

(tf)

by the

IntelliSearch web search engine [41] holding idf statistics
for English terms. At the next step the link with the highest
priority is selected for downloading.

3.2.2 Best First Crawler with anchor text similarity
The second variation of Best First Crawler is the Best First
Crawler using anchor text similarity. The anchor text of a
URL is the clickable text that appears on the link inside a
Web page pointing to that URL. In this work we implemented
a variant of the above Best First Crawler which instead of
page content uses URLs anchor text as the representation of
page content and for assigning download priorities. Notice
that links from the same page may be assigned different
priority values, as opposed to the first implementation, using
page text content for assigning priorities, where all links
i nt o t he s am e page are gi ven t he s am e priorit y. As wil l be
shown in the results, selection of anchor text for assigning
priority values improved the general performance of the
crawler, using both harvest ratio and average similarit y
criteria (section 4.3).

3.2.3 Best First Crawler with page content and anchor
text.
The third variation of Best First Crawler combines the
previous two implementations using page content and link
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anchor t ext respect ivel y. Each UR L i s assi gned a priorit y
value defined as:
F = similarity5 , " +    ,   7
2
W h e r e 5 i s t h e p r i o r i t y v a l u e a s s i g n e d t o l i n k i ,

similarity5 , " i s t h e s i m i l a r i t y o f q u e r y  a n d 5 ( t h e c o n t e n t

o f t h e p a g e w h e r e t h e l i n k i i s l o c a t e d ) a n d similarity , " i s

the similarity of anchor text  of link i and query q.

The idea behind the Best First Crawler with page
content only is that a page relevant to the topic is more
likely to point to a relevant page than to a non relevant one.
Thus, the higher the relevance of the page containing the
link is, the higher the probability that the link will point to a
relevant page is.
The second implementation (Best First Crawler using
anchor t ext si mil arit y) t ri es t o overcom e a dis advant age of
t he Best Fi rst C rawl er wit h page cont ent onl y: all l inks
within a page have the same priority regardless of anchor
text. Anchor text may be regarded as a summary of the
content of the page that the link points to. Therefore it is
reasonable to use this descriptor for assigning priorities to
pages . However anchor t ext is n’t alwa ys des cri pti ve of page
contents and by ignoring the page content useful information
may

not

be

used.

So

the

third

Best

First

Crawler

implementation uses both page anchor text and page content.

3.3 Semantic Crawlers
Best First crawlers estimate the relevance between the page
cont ent or anchor t ext and a us er query. There m a y exi st
conceptually related terms in both the query and the page (or
anchor text), indicating a relevance to the topic. However if
these terms aren’t lexicographically similar their relevance
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will be ignored because VSM computes text similarity as a
function of similarities between identical terms found in the
vectors which are compared. This can be resolved using
ontologies or term taxonomies. In ontologies conceptuall y
similar terms are related by virtue of IS-A links. All terms
conceptually similar to user query terms are retrieved from
the ontology and used for enhancing the description of the
t opic (e.g. b y adding s ynon ym t erms t o t he t opi c keywo rds )
and

for

computing

candidate

pages.

proposed

including

the

For

similarity

this,
among

between

query

and

various

methods

have

been

others

Semantic

Similarity

Retrieval Model (SSRM) [14] and Mihalcea et.al [15]. The
most important representatives of this category of methods
are implemented within Best First crawlers forming the so
called hereafter Semantic Crawlers.
In this work, WordNet [4] term taxonomy is used as an
ontology for retrieving conceptually similar terms. WordNet
was selected because it provides a vast coverage of the
English vocabulary so it can be used for focused crawling on
almost every topic making our implementation the first
general

purpose

Semantic

Crawler.

The

general

design

remains similar to that of Classic Focused Crawlers (Fig. 6)
but the priorities assigned to links are evaluated using
methods such as SSRM [14] and Ehrig et.al [13]. Other parts
of the s ys t em s uch as downl oading, l ink and anchor t ext
extraction, preprocessing and representing texts using Vector
Space Model term vectors, remain the same.

In

the

following,

candidate

links

for

downloading

represented by their anchor texts. Each candidate link

are
is

assigned a priority value which is computed as the semantic
similarity between their anchor text and the topic [14, 15].
In turn, semantic tex t similarity is computed as a function of
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the semantic (conceptual) similarities between the terms they
cont ai n. Thi s can be defined i n m any di fferent wa ys [11]
leading to the implementation of three semantic crawlers.

3.3.1 Ehrig Crawler
In this implementation Web pages are represented by the
anchor text of the links pointing to them (instead of page
content as in [13]. Anchor texts and the user query are
represented by term vectors using tf weights [13]. Page
priorities are computed as:
&% e&%

F:cS d  = V V 
&' e&'

,- 

, e " ∗ $ ∗ $e 8

Where + is the total number of terms into anchor text and

q u e r y , a n d 

,-

is term semantic similarity computed using

equation 3. Note that only tf weights are used without
normalizing by vector length (as it is recommended for short
topic and page descriptions), and that WordNet is used
instead of topic specific ontologies as in [13].

3.3.2 SSRM Crawler
SSRM [14] is used for assigning visit priorities to web
pages. Specifically the priority of a URL (represented by its
anchor text) is defined as follows:
mrq

q

Fgghi  = ∑mrs ∑nrs / jkl 1m,1n"olm∗opn 
nrq

nrq

(∑nrs oln 3 (∑nrs opn 3

Where

9

+ is the total number of terms into the anchor text

and t he query. Li et .al .[42] is the t erm si mil arit y m et hod
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used in our implementation. The URL with highest priority
value is downloaded first.

3.2.3 Semantic Crawler with synonym set expansion
An obvious improvement is to expand text vectors with
s ynon ym s ets in WordNet and use both anchor t ext and page
content

for

computing

text

similarity

and

assigning

priorities:
F/uv/:1 :w08v,  = similarity5 , x " +   x , x  10
2
W h e r e F i s t h e p r i o r i t y v a l u e a s s i g n e d t o l i n k i ,

 5 , x " i s t h e c o s i n e s i m i l a r i t y o f e x p a n d e d q u e r y x
(usi ng WordNet s ynonym s ets ) and 5 (t he cont ent of page

w h e r e t h e l i n k i i s l o c a t e d ) a n d   x , x i s t h e c o s i n e
s i m i l a r i t y o f e x p a n d e d a n c h o r t e x t x o f l i n k i a n d e x p a n d e d

q u e r y x .

3.4 Learning Crawlers
The main idea behind Learning Crawlers is that the crawler
learns user preferences on the topic from a set of example
pages (the training set).

Training may involve learning the

path leading to the desired content. In most cases the
training set consists of relevant and irrelevant pages. Every
downloaded

page is

classified

(based

on

the results

of

learning) as relevant or irrelevant and is assigned a priority.
The

Context

Graph

method

[31]

works

not

only

by

cl as si f yi ng t he crawl ed pages as rel evant of not relevant , but
also by learning the distance (in number of routing hops) that
may lead from an irrelevant page to a relevant one (Fig 3).
The non relevant pages in the training set were downloaded
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using recursively Google’s backlink service, starting from
relevant pages, in order to compute their distance (level)
from the relevant or target pages. During crawling, pages
similar to those closer to target pages are given higher
priorit y.
The Hidden Markov Model Crawler [16, 18] extends the
previous

idea

by

categorizing

pages

not

only

by

their

distance from a target page but also by using their content,
thus estimating a relation between page content and the path
leading

to

relevant

pages.

Initially,

a

user

browses

a

sequence of pages labeling them as relevant or not. As pages
are downloaded, the visiting sequence is recorded and a
context graph is created without the need of a backlink
service as in [31].
User training module

Hidden Markov Model
Initialization

Crawling Component

Fig. 8 Outline of learning focused crawling

Figure 8 illustrates the functional components of the HMM
crawler implemented:
I.

Training component: The first component records the
URL’s visited by the user and

the page view sequence.

Then it downloads pages and computes the tf-idf vectors
representing their content. Finally pages are clustered
using a clustering algorithm. In our implementation KMeans and X-Means [17] were used for clustering.
II. HMM initialization: The second component takes the
HMM representation of user training set (as in fig. 4) as
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input

and

computes

the

Hidden

Markov

Model

Parameters (i.e. π, A and B matrixes). This component is
applied during the initialization phase before crawling.
III. Crawling component: it downloads selected pages,
extracts content and links, process page content and
assigns the page to a cluster using K-Nearest Neighbors
algorithm [43]. Given the page cluster and the Hidden
Markov Model parameters (π, A and B matrixes) the
probability that the next page visited will be a target
page is computed using Viterbi algorithm [40]. That
probability represents also visit priority of the link. If
t wo clust ers yi el d alm os t i denti cal probabili ti es (i .e. the
difference

of

probabilities

is

below

a

predefined

threshold ε) then higher priority is assigned to the
cluster leading with higher probability to target pages in
two

steps

(also

computed

by

appl yi ng

the

Viterbi

algorithm).
Three Learning crawlers have been implemented: the first is
the Hidden Markov Crawler (variants proposed in [16] and
[18]). The next two vari ants (Hybri d C rawl ers ) are propos ed
in this thesis. They combine the page priority functions
computed by the Hidden Markov Model Crawler and that of
the Best First Crawler in order to evaluate the overall
priority value of a Web page.

3.4.1 Hidden Markov Model Crawler
Two variants of this crawler have been implemented:
a) The first hidden Markov Model implementation uses
K-Means algorithm for clustering as described in
[16]. In this work the dimensionalit y reduction step is
omitted. K was set to 5, and the last fifth cluster
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holds the relevant pages. Page priorities (priorityhmm)
are computed using Viterbi [40] algorithm (Fig. 9).
b) The second variant is almost identical to the previous
one but instead of K-Means, X-Means [17] is used.
Other minor modifications are (a) idf weights are not
precomputed (as in the previous variant), but are
computed using the training set and (b) the relevant
pages don’t form a separate cluster but they may
belong to the same cluster with non relevant pages.
As will be shown in the experiments the two variants
demonstrated identical performance. The first variant
was us ed for compari sons wit h t he H ybri d C rawl ers
proposed in this work.

Figure 9 summarizes HMM Crawlers priority assignment
procedure:

Input: Training set, candidate page (p).
Output: priority value priorityhmm(p) assigned to candidate page p.
1. Cluster training set using K-Means or X-Means algorithm
2. Compute π, A, B matrixes.
3. Classify candidate page p to a cluster T1 using K-Nearest Neighbor
algorithm
4. Compute hidden state probabilities for current step using Viterbi formula:
/181:/

G , " = A QU V G ,  − 1 ∗  
&'

5. Compute hidden state probabilities estimation for next step using

formula :

/181:/

G ,  + 1" = V G ,  ∗  
&'

6. Assign priority priorityhmm(p) = G' ,  + 1 to page p.

Fig. 9 HMM Crawler priority estimation algorithm
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3.4.2 Hybrid Crawlers
Two variants of hybrid crawlers are implemented:
a) Hybrid Markov Model Crawler:

The Hidden Markov

Model Crawler suffers from at least two drawbacks: (a) it
doesn’t assign different priorities to pages belonging to
the same cluster and (b) it is very difficult to represent
the set of Web pages not relevant to the topic by clusters
(it is a very heterogeneous set).
A h ybri d approach combi ni ng the tex t s imi larit y of a
page with the centroid of the cluster containing the
positive example pages (using VSM) is proposed here for
dealing

with

these

two

problems.

The

centroid

is

computed as the average vector of the pages belonging to
the cluster. Text similarity between candidate pages with
the centroid may differ even if pages belong to the same
cluster thus dealing with the first problem mentioned.
Similarity with the centroid of relevant pages is not
affected by the way non relevant pages are represented
thus dealing with the second problem as well.
The Hybri d Markov M odel Crawl er differs from the
HMM

Crawler

in

the

way

priorities

are

assigned

to

candidate pages. It computes a priorit y score for a page
using the Hidden Markov Model

(priorityhmm) and also

computes the text similarity of page content with the
centroid of the cluster containing the relevant pages from
t he us er t raining set usi ng equati on 2. Fi nall y, t he priori t y
of page pi is computed as follows:
5cuyS , 5  =  5 , TS " + 5cjj 5 
2
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W h e r e TS i s t h e c e n t r o i d o f r e l e v a n t p a g e s i n t r a i n i n g s e t ,
similarity5 , TS " i s t h e c o s i n e s i m i l a r i t y o f p a g e c o n t e n t 5

w i t h c e n t r o i d TS o f r e l e v a n t p a g e s , 5cjj 5  i s t h e
priority assigned to page link i into page 5 using Hidden

M a r k o v M o d e l a n d 5cuyS , 5  i s t h e p r i o r i t y a s s i g n e d

t o links i n page 5 b y the H ybri d C rawl er.

b) Hybrid HMM Crawler with page content and anchor
text:
anchor

An obvious extension to method (a) is to use both
and

page

text

in

the

computation

of

page

priorities. This lead to the following equation:

5cuyS ,

8vQczS

  =

5cjj 5  +

similarity5 , TS " + similarity , TS "
2
 12
2

W h e r e TS i s t h e c e n t r o i d o f r e l e v a n t p a g e s i n t r a i n i n g s e t ,
 5 , TS "

is

content 5 with

the

the

cosine

centroid

similarity
TS o f

of

relevant

page
pages,

  , TS " i s t h e c o s i n e s i m i l a r i t y o f l i n k a n c h o r

text 

with

the

c e n t r o i d TS o f

relevant

pages,

5cjj 5  i s t h e p r i o r i t y v a l u e a s s i g n e d t o l i n k s i n t o

page 5 using

5cuyS ,

Hidden

8vQczS

Markov

Model

and

  i s t h e p r i o r i t y a s s i g n e d t o t h e l i n k

wit h anchor t ext  by t he H ybri d HM M C rawler wit h page

content and anchor text.

The

priority

function

of

equation

12

improves

the

performance of t he h ybri d C rawl er. As will be shown in t he
experiments when anchor text is used the crawler is even
more focused to the topic. Figure 9 illustrates the operation
of h ybri d crawl ers:
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Cluster 2
L3 page

C2
C3

L2 page

Cluster 0

C2
P2

C0
cr

centroid
C0

L0 page

C1

L1 page

C1

Cluster 1
P1

Candidate pages

Fi g. 10 Hybri d crawl ers operation.

In figure 10 two pages (blue circles) are candidate for
downloading. The HMM Crawler will assign higher priority
to candidate page p1 belonging to cluster 1 since this cluster
leads with higher probability to target pages (cluster 0) in
two link steps (since the probability of leading to cluster 0
in one step is identical for clusters 1 and 2). Instead, a
H ybri d

crawler

will

select

for

expansion

the

page

p2

belongi ng t o cluster 2 becaus e of its proxi mit y (s i milarit y)
with the centroid of cluster 0 (the cluster containing the
relevant pages from the training set).

3.5 Summary
Classic crawlers including the well known Breadth-First
crawler and variations of the Best-First Crawler presented in
this chapter have been implemented in the current thesis.
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Semantic crawlers including a variation of the Ehrig crawler
using WordNet,

and

the novel

SSRM

and

S ynon ym

set

expansion crawlers have been implemented and compared
with state of the art Best First Crawlers. Finally a set of
state of the art HMM crawlers including [16,18] and the here
propos ed h ybri d crawl ers are als o im pl em ent ed and their
performance is evaluated.
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Chapter 4. Experimental Results
4.1 Introduction
The following set of experiments is designed to:
a) P rovi de a crit ical eval uati on of t he vari ous t ypes of
crawlers

examined

(Breadth-First),

in

topic

this

work

driven

including

(Best-First

classic
and

its

variants including Semantic crawlers), Learning and
H ybri d crawl ers.
b) Demons trate the s uperi orit y of t he new H ybri d crawl er
proposed in this work over state of the art HMM
learning crawlers such as [16, 18].
Six

different

topics

were

used

(“linux”,

“asthma”,

“robotics”, “dengue fever”, “java programming” and “first
aid”) and the ability of the crawlers to download pages on
the

above

topics

was

measured.

Their

performance

was

computed using two well established measures referred to as
harvest

ratio

and

average

si milarit y.

Each

crawler

downloaded 1000 pages and its average performance (over all
topics) was computed using both criteria. Relevant judged
pages were provided by the user who manually inspected
results obtained by the Google search engine on each topic.
These results were used as ground truth and compared with
results obtained by the crawlers. The more similar (to ground
truth) the results of a crawler are, the most successful the
crawlers is (the higher the probability that the crawler
retrieves results similar to the topic). Page to topic relevance
is computed by VSM in all cases.
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4.2 Performance measures
Two different evaluation criteria were used:
a) Harvest ratio: For every page its cosine similarity
with

all

pages judged

as

relevant by the user is

computed and the maximum of these cosine similarities
is taken. If the max imum similarity is greater than a
predefined threshold (0.75 in this work) then the page
is marked as relevant (otherwise the page is marked as
irrelevant).

The

harvest

ratio

is

defined

as

the

percentage of downloaded pages with similarity greater
than

the

threshold

(in

this

thesis

the

number

of

relevant pages was used instead of the fraction of them
among the total number of downloaded pages).
b) Average similarity. The maximum similarity of each
downloaded page with all pages marked as relevant is
computed. The average similarity is defined as the
average value of these similarities for all downloaded
pages.

The first criterion is more selective than the second. Harvest
ratio can be adjusted (by using higher threshold) to measure
the ability of the crawler to download pages highly relevant
to the topic. An application called “evaluator” was developed
for automating the evaluation process. It receives as input
the positive pages set (50 relevant pages on every topic in
our experiment) and the 1000 evaluated pages downloaded by
the crawler, and computes the performance of the crawler at
hand with both criteria.
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4.3 Experiment setup
The following crawlers are compared:
1) Non Focused Crawlers:
a) Breadth First Crawler
2) Classic Focused Crawlers:
b) Best First Crawler with page content
c) Best First Crawler with anchor text
d) Best First Crawler with page content &
anchor text
3) Semantic Crawlers:
e) Semantic Crawler using Ehrig et.al. [13]
method for text similarity estimation.
f) Semantic Crawler using SSRM [14]
method for text similarity estimation.
g) S em ant ic C rawl er wit h S yns et Expansi on.
4) Learning Crawlers:
h) Hidden Markov Model Crawler
i ) Hybri d Hidden M arkov M odel C rawl er
j ) Hybri d Hidden M arkov M odel C rawl er wit h
page content & anchor text.
All Crawlers were evaluated using the following topics and
seed pages:
query

seed

Linux
Asthma
Robotics
Dengue Fever
Java programming
First Aid

http://dir.yahoo.com/Computers_and_Internet/Software/Operating_Systems/UNIX/Linux

http://dir.yahoo.com/Health/Diseases_and_Conditions/Asthma/
http://dir.yahoo.com/Science/Computer_Science/
http://health.yahoo.com/
http://dir.yahoo.com/Computers_and_Internet/
http://dir.yahoo.com/Health/

Fig. 11 Experiment setup

1000 pages were downloaded for each crawler and for each
topic. Notice that in four out of the six topics the seed page
doesn’t directly link to target pages.
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The experiments in this section are organized by crawler
t ype s howing a com paris on bet ween vari ous i mpl em entati ons
of t he crawl er of the s am e t ype. Speci fi cal l y t he ex perim ents
are organized as follows:

a) Classic Focused Crawlers Experiment
Crawlers (a)-(d) were evaluated using the six topics of
Fig. 11.

b) Semantic Crawlers Experiments
Crawlers

(e)-(f),

and

(c)-(d)

for

comparison,

were

evaluated using the 6 topics of Fig. 11.

c) Learning Crawlers Experiment
Crawlers

(h)-(j)

were

evaluated

using

four

topics

(“Robotics”, “Dengue Fever”, “Java Programming” and
“First Aid”).

In the ex periments below each method is represented b y a
plot showing number of relevant pages in the Y axis as a
function of total number of pages retrieved. Each point in a
plot

corresponds

to

harvest

ratio

or

average

similarity

m eas ured respect ivel y.
Notice that Learning Crawlers have different input (the
training set) than the Classic and Semantic focused Crawlers
(that have the user query as input) so direct comparisons
between the performance of learning and other categories of
crawlers in not really plausible.
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4.4 Classic Focused Crawlers
350
300

relevant pages

250
Breadth First
200
Best First-page content

150

Best First-anchor text

100
50

Best First-content & anchor
text
50
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500
550
600
650
700
750
800
850
900
950
1000

0

crawled pages

Fig. 12 Harvest ratio for classic crawlers

The comparison in Fig. 12 indicates the poor performance of
Breadth First Crawler, as expected for a non focused crawler.
The fact that the Best First Crawler using anchor text only
outperforms the crawler using only page content indicates
the

value

of

anchor

text

for

computing

page

to

topic

anchor

text

relevance.
The

crawler

combining

page

and

demonstrated superior performance. This result indicates that
Web content relevance is not computed by page or anchor
text alone. Instead, the combination of page content and
anchor text forms a more reliable page description.
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70,00%

avarage similarity

60,00%
50,00%
Breadth First
40,00%
Best First-page content

30,00%
20,00%

Best First-anchor text

10,00%

Best First-content & anchor
text
50
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500
550
600
650
700
750
800
850
900
950
1000

0,00%

crawled pages

Fig. 13 Average similarity for classic focused crawlers

Fig. 13 confirms the results of the previous comparison.
Overall a best first crawler combining page and anchor text
achieves superior performance over all its competitors with
both criteria.

4.5 Semantic Crawlers
The second experiment measures the performance of semantic
crawlers using the six topics of Fig. 11 (as in the previous
experiment).
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350

relevant pages

300
250

Semantic Crawler Ehrig
method

200

Semantic Crawler SSRM
method

150

Best First-anchor text

100

Best First Content &
anchor text

50

Semantic Crawler with
synset expantion
50
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500
550
600
650
700
750
800
850
900
950
1000

0

crawled pages

Fig. 14: Harvest Ratio for Semantic Crawlers.

Fig. 14 illustrates only marginal performance improvements
of

semantic

crawlers

over

best

first

crawlers.

It

is

conjectured that the poor performance of semantic crawlers
should not be regarded as a failure of semantic crawlers but
rather as a failure of WordNet to provide terms conceptually
similar to the topic. WordNet is a general taxonomy for
English terms and not all linked terms are actually very
s imi lar, i mpl yi ng t hat t he results can be im proved by u s ing
topic specific ontologies. Such topic specific ontologies on
several diverse topics were not available to us for these
experiments.
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70,00%
60,00%

avarage similarity

50,00%
Semantic Crawler Ehrig
method
Semantic Crawler SSRM
method

40,00%
30,00%

Best First-anchor text
20,00%
Best First content & anchor
text
Semantic Crawler with
synset expantion

10,00%

50
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500
550
600
650
700
750
800
850
900
950
1000

0,00%

crawled pages

Fig 15: Average Similarity for Semantic Crawlers

Results with average similarity actually confirmed the
results of Fig. 14. Here semantic crawlers improved again
the

results

of

best

first

crawlers

but

only

m argi nall y,

indicating that average similarity (as less strict criterion) is
more

tolerant

similarity

as

to

relaxed

provided

by

interpretations
WordNet

and

of

conceptual

term

similarity

measures (such as Li et.al [42]).

4.6 Learning Crawlers
The results below are taken on four topics (“robotics”,
“dengue fever”, “java programming” and “first aid”) and
measured on the first 1000 web pages returned by each
crawler

on

each

topic.

Only

Learning

crawlers

were

evaluated in this experiment: Two variants of HMM Crawlers
were tested corresponding to different implementation of the
clustering

component

(with

K-Means
50

and

X-Means
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res pectivel y). The res ult s indi cat e t hat K-M eans (us ing K=5
as suggested at [16]) and X-Means Hidden Markov Model
Crawlers

have

identical

performance.

Both

crawlers

demonstrated poor performance (Figs. 16-17) and this can be
attributed to several reasons: both variants don’t assign
different priorities

to pages into the same cluster, and

between links into the same page. Both variants must be
provided with a training set very similar in content and link
structure to

the part

of the Web that

will be crawled

(s om et hing not alwa ys achi evabl e). Becaus e the two HM M
Crawlers

(using

X-Means

and

K-Means)

have

identical

performance the first variant (HMM Crawler using K-Means)
was chosen for comparison with the other Learning Crawlers.
In Fig. 16 the performance of the HMM crawler is
compared wit h t he perform ance of t he new Hybri d crawl ers
(using

combination

of

page

content

and

anchor

text)

proposed in this work. The first (Hybrid HMM using page
content) prioritizes links using equation 11 (similarity of the
page containing the links with the centroid of the relevant
pages in the training set). In addition to that the second
implementation (Hybrid HMM Crawler with anchor text) also
combines the similarity of the centroid with the anchor text
of links pointing to candidate pages for priority assignment
as suggested by equation 12.
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Fig. 16: Harvest Ratio for HMM & Hybrid Crawlers
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HMM Crawler

25,00%
Hybrid HMM Crawler with
page content
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15,00%
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Fi g. 17: Average Cosi ne S imil ari t y for HM M & Hybri d
Crawlers

The H ybri d crawlers out perform t he Hi dden M arkov M odel
using both criteria. The use of positive examples centroid as
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a query clearly increases performance because it overcomes
the problems of HMM crawlers. As Fig. 16 and Fig. 17
indicate,

the

results

obtained

by

H ybri d

crawlers

are

promising and may lead to further research on this direction.

4.7 Discussion
Classic Focused Crawler results show that combining page
content and anchor text (Best First Crawler -page content
and anchor text) yields the best results. Both page content
and anchor text form a representative content descriptor for
web

pages.

Semantic

Crawlers,

when

combined

with

a

general purpos e ontology, perform ed poorl y com pared to
Best First crawlers. By restricting semantic relations to
s ynon ym s ets (S emanti c C rawl er - S yns et expand m ethod) t he
performance was im proved m arginal ly. S ynon ym s , alt hough
not

lexically

similar

succeed

in

identi f yi ng

pages

with

content similar to the topic, indicating that it is possibly to
expect further performance improvements by using topic
specific ontologies rich in terms very similar to the terms of
t he topi c. At thi s poi nt, ontol ogi es of t hi s t ype are not
available

to

us.

Both

H ybri d

Crawlers

achieve

better

performance than the Hidden Markov Model Crawler. The
results obtained indicate that positive examples are more
important

than

the

negative ones

during training

environment such as the World Wide Web.

in

an

Using only

positive examples the performance of learning crawlers is
expected to improve.
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Chapter 5. Conclusions and future
work
In the present thesis, several variants of focused crawlers
were implemented and evaluated using common evaluation
criteria.

First the Breadth First Crawler and variants of the

Best First Crawler using page content, anchor text or both
were compared. Then semantic relations were used in the
implementation

of

three

Semantic

Crawlers

that

were

compared with classic focused crawlers (variations of best
fi rs t crawl er). Fi nall y, bas ed on t he Hidden Markov M odel
learning

crawler,

two

novel

h ybri d

crawlers

combining

elements from learning and classic focused crawlers were
implemented and evaluated.
The

experimental

results

indicate

that

the

implementation of focused crawlers is a process where minor
changes

in

performance.

the
The

crawler

design

combination

of

have
anchor

great
text

effect
and

in

page

cont ent yi el ds great perform ance i mprovem ent i n t he case of
classic, semantic and learning focused crawlers. The addition
of semantic relations didn’t improve performance with the
exception

of

expansion

with

s ynon ym s

where

semantic

rel ati ons are rest ri ct ed t o s ynon ym t erms. P erform ance i s
expected to improve by using application specific ontologies
(related to the topic), instead of general purpose ontologies
such as WordNet.
Learning Crawlers take as input user selected pages not
des cribed by a s im pl e quer y. It is not onl y t hat Learning
crawlers receive different input than that of other focused
crawlers

but

also they are intended

to perform

a very

difficult task: they attempt to learn web crawling patterns
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leading to relevant pages possibly through other non relevant
pages thus increasing the probability of failure (since web
s t ruct ures cannot al ways be m odel ed b y s uch li nk pat terns ).
However the idea looks promising overall and may lead to
even more successful implementations of learning crawlers in
the

future.

The

present

work

can

be

regarded

as

a

contribution towards that direction.
Another direction for future work would be to do more
elaborate tests with semantic crawlers, making use of topic
specific ontologies (e.g. medical ontologies for applications
related

to

healthcare).

The positive

results

obtained

by

h ybri d crawl ers i ndi cat e that t he relevance of a candidat e
page with the s et of positi ve exam ples onl y, i s an effecti ve
way for assigning priorities to candidate pages. Using only
positive examples (instead of positive and negative) might
improve the performance of learning crawlers in terms of
speed and accuracy.
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